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The Intensives

✴Intensive #1: June 10th Evening

Connect Your Heart and Your Head for 
Success!



The Intensives

✴Intensive #2: June 21st Half Day

Holistic Toolkit for Emotional Balance.
TTouch, Flower Essences, Essential Oils



The Intensives

✴Intensive #3: July 1st, Evening.

Reactive, Anxious, Fearful Dogs: 
Restore Balance and Live the Good 
Life.



The Intensives

✴Intensive #4: July 12th: Half Day

Are You Listening? Heart-Connection 
and Intuition Development



Today: The 4 Keys
for Mastering Performance, Life, Work,

 and Companionship

1. Find Your Passion.

2. Focus on Process.

3. Focus on Solutions.

4. Protect & Build Self-Image.



Key # 1 Find Your Passion



Passion Start with Gratitude

✴Your Life

✴Your Dog

✴Your Experiences



PassionWhat Do You Long For?

✴Lifestyle
✴Body & Wellness
✴Relationships: F&F
✴Relationships: Dogs

I want to 
Experience these 

Qualities and 
Feelings



PassionWhat Do You Long For?

Create A Statement of Intention.

“I Intend to Create these Feelings and 
Embody these Qualities...”



Passion Describe Your Dog

✴What 3 Qualities 

Best Describe Your 

Dog?



Passion Your Dog Describes 
You!

✴What 3 Qualities 

would your dog use to 

describe You?



Passion Qualities!

✴What is your take-

away from that 

exercise?



Passion Your Dreams!

✴If anything was 

possible, what are your 

heart’s dreams?



Key # 2 Focus on Process

“Winning and Being A Winner
are two different things.”



Mental Focus on Process
✴Process: if you can define a thing you 
can duplicate it.
✴If you can duplicate it, you can achieve 
mental consistency.
✴If you have mental consistency, you can 
be a winner.



Mental Mental Balance 

Conscious 
Mind

Sub-
conscious

Mind

Self
Image

Thoughts and 
Mental Pictures

Source of Skills and 
Power to Perform

What Makes You, You
Your Habits/Attitudes



Mental Mental Process 

Conscious 
Mind

Sub-
conscious

Mind

Self
Image

Conscious Mind chooses the thought sequence and imprints on the 
Self Image, while triggering Subconscious Mind to perform.

Self-Image controls the amount of Subconscious Skill you will use.



Conscious 
Mind

Sub-
conscious

Mind

Self
Image

The Principle of Balance:
Conscious, Subconscious, Self-Image are all balanced and working 

well together.  This is the “Flow State”.



Conscious 
Mind SCM

S-I

Learning:
Conscious learning, Self-Image is “I am a beginner”.



Conscious 
Mind

SCM

S-I

No Consistent Success - Imbalance #1
Good focus, Good acquired skills, Insufficient Self-Image.



CM
SCM

S-I

No Consistent Success - Imbalance #2
Poor focus, Good acquired skills, Good Self-Image.



Conscious 
Mind

SCM

S-I

No Consistent Success - Imbalance #3
Good focus, Good acquired skills, Inflated Self-Image.



Mental Focus on Process

✴How are my process 
circles out of balance?



Mental Focus on Process

✴Am I distracted by the environment?
✴Do I (or my dog) need more training 
or skills?
✴Do I need to change something about 
me to believe I am a winner?



Mental Focus on Process
✴Your conscious mind can only focus on 
one thing at a time.
✴What you picture and cause your dog 
to picture is crucial.
✴The subconscious mind is the source of 
your mental power.



Mental Focus on Process

✴Your Self-Image moves you to do 
whatever the Conscious Mind is 
picturing.
✴Self-Image and Performance are always 
equal.



Key # 2 Focus on Process

“We all have a comfort zone, the upper and 
lower limits, defined by our Self-Image. 
Our Self-Image powers us or throttles us 

back so we stay in our zone.”



Key # 3 Focus on Solutions

“Who do I need to become
in order to be a winner?”



Solutions Focus on Process Goals

✴Success is determined by how 
well you control your focus and 
the execution of your skills...not 
by worrying about outcome.

Set “Process Goals” ... not outcome goals



Solutions Focus on Process Goals

✴You cannot control others.
✴You cannot accurately predict what 
it will take to be successful on any 
given day.
✴You can control and predict process.



Solutions Focus on Process Goals

✴What goal is worth trading your life 
for?
✴When do you want to get there.
✴Why do you want it?



Solutions Focus on Process Goals

✴What obstacles are in your way?
✴What is your plan to get to your 
goal?
✴How will this goal affect my life?



Solutions Focus on Process Goals
✴How will my dog and people I care 
about be affected by my plan?
✴Is the plan aligned with my 
fundamental values?
✴Do I truly believe I can work the 
plan?



Solutions Focus on Process Goals

✴Start. Now.
✴Hold on or trade up.



“You either Win or Learn.
There is no losing.”

Solutions Focus on Process Goals



Key # 4 Build Self-Image
“The Self-Image of a Winner is 

someone who believes she and her dog 
are capable, competent, confident and 

willing to be a winner.”



Self
Image Protect Self Image

✴Work on skills AND improve 
confidence at the same time.
✴Start each training session with 
success.



Self
Image Protect Self Image

✴Start each training session with 
success - start with a strong skill.
✴Work on your weak skill in the 
middle.
✴Rehearse your strongest skill last.



Self
Image Protect Self Image

✴Change it up and come back to the 
hard thing later if it’s not going well.



Self
Image Reinforce Success
✴The more you think about, talk 
about, write about something 
happening, you improve the probability 
of that thing happening.
✴It all starts with WHAT YOU THINK 
ABOUT.



Self
Image Reinforce Success

✴Focus on what you want to do, (not 
what happened)
✴Ask: what do I need to do in order 
to overcome this obstacle in front of 
me?



Self
Image Reinforce Success
✴Catch yourself (and your dog) doing 
something right. 
✴Focus on what you can control...the 
process...not the outcome.
✴When the moment counts, Process 
is primary...trust your process.



Self
Image Reloading Process

1. Evaluate performance
2. Visualize the adjustment.
3. Let it go.



Self
Image Reloading Process

PERFORMANCE

GREAT OK NEEDS WORK

REHEARSE CORRECT PERFORMANCE

LET IT GO!



Self
Image Build Self Image

“Training builds skills and changes your 
subconscious mind, and does little to 

change your Self-Image ... but imprinting 
a good performance always does.”



Self
Image Expand Self Image
1. Be willing to change...choose!
2. Identify habits or attitudes that need to 
change. Be specific.
3. Identify a new Self-Image that is in direct 
conflict with the old one.
4. Exchange images by imprinting.
5. Focus on progress, not only on results.



Self
Image Expand Self Image

“Your Self-Image is the Current state of 
You ... not the Final state!”



Self
Image Expand Self Image

✴Directive Affirmation:
Your “I AM” statement to expand your 
self image.



Self
Image Expand Self Image
1. Define the goal.
2. Set a time frame.
3. List the personal pay-value of goal.
4. Outline a plan to reach the goal.
5. Write a directive affirmation.



Self
Image Expand Self Image

“Becoming a winner through attainment vs 
accomplishment means mastering your craft, 
focusing consistently under pressure, having 
confidence that you can succeed, setting and 
reaching for goals, focusing on process not 

outcome.”
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